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Abstract: A new hybrid fabrication technique was introduced to manufacture composite laminates
made of glass fiber, carbon fiber, and acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) as the matrix. The
fabrication process utilized two different techniques: fused deposition modeling and hot press
molding. The composite laminates were produced using five layers of glass fibers to form glass
fiber-reinforced composites (GF/ABS) and five layers of glass fiber and carbon fiber to form glass fiber,
carbon fiber-reinforced hybrid composites (GF/CF/ABS), with three layers of glass fibers and two
layers of carbon fibers. The fabricated composite laminates were subjected to wear testing at velocities
of 2 m/s, 3 m/s, and 4 m/s and under loads of 5 N and 10 N. The results indicated that GF/ABS
samples had the lowest wear loss at 5 N and a velocity of 4 m/s. Additionally, the GF/CF/ABS
hybrid samples had the lowest coefficient of friction (COF) of 0.28 at 4 m/s. The GF/ABS samples
also exhibited the lowest friction force of 1.7 at 5 N and a velocity of 4 m/s. The worn samples were
analyzed using a scanning electron microscope to examine the fiber-to-matrix adhesion behavior.
GF/ABS and GF/CF/ABS composites are widely used in various applications due to their high
strength-to-weight ratio and resistance to wear. These materials could be used in automotive parts,
sporting goods, and marine applications.

Keywords: acrylonitrile butadiene styrene; glass fiber; carbon fiber; hybrid manufacturing; fused
deposition modeling; hot press molding; wear

1. Introduction

Fiber-reinforced thermoplastic composite laminates are extensively used in various
industries, such as aerospace, automotive, wind energy, materials handling, and civil con-
struction. The advantages of these laminates are their low weight and high relative strength,
which make them attractive for applications that require high strength-to-weight ratios.
Additionally, these composites offer resistance to wear, corrosion, abrasive chemicals, and
weather; low friction; and sustainability. Therefore, they have potential for a broad range
of applications from domestic to commercial use. In space applications, perfluoropolyether
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(PFPE) lubricants have been recognized for their reliable stability under challenging condi-
tions, as reported by Gleirscher et al. [1]. Keshavamurthy et al. investigated the fabrication
of composites using acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) and graphite powder, which
showed a decrease in wear loss [2].

In order to satisfy the burgeoning demand for lightweight reinforced composite
materials as a substitute for traditional materials, it is necessary to combine different
manufacturing techniques to achieve both quality and efficiency. One potential solution is to
utilize a hybrid manufacturing process, which merges multiple fabrication techniques into
a single process, thereby reaping the advantages of each while minimizing their respective
drawbacks. Nevertheless, selecting a suitable manufacturing technique can prove to be a
daunting task, as it greatly influences the properties of the composite material [3–5].

Amongst the fabrication techniques, additive manufacturing technology is a highly
flexible technique for producing complex shapes with minimal material loss. The technique
utilizes computer-aided design data as input and allows for a high degree of geometric
freedom. As the name suggests, additive manufacturing involves adding material in
successive layers to create three-dimensional shapes [6]. Notable additive manufacturing
techniques include stereolithography, selective laser sintering, and FDM, with FDM being
the most widely used [7–9]. Similarly, hot press molding is a method used to fabricate
composite samples by applying heat and pressure to a preform, which can be made of fibers
and resin. This process results in a dense, uniform, and high-quality composite material that
is suitable for various applications, such as aerospace, automotive, and construction [10].
Therefore, in this current study, the FDM and hot press techniques were combined to
fabricate composite laminates, which were subsequently analyzed.

Tribological studies are crucial for composite samples, as they examine the behavior
of materials under friction, wear, and lubrication conditions. They help to understand the
wear resistance properties of composite samples, which is important for applications where
high wear resistance is needed, such as gears, bearings, and other mechanical components.
Tribological studies also allow one to identify the wear mechanisms and predict the life of
the composite material. This information is vital in the design and development of new
composite materials for wear-sensitive applications [11,12]. Moreover, glass and carbon
fiber composites are commonly used for wear applications due to their high strength
and durability [13]. When combined with an ABS matrix, these composites can provide
additional advantages such as increased impact resistance and improved thermal stability.
Additionally, the use of glass or carbon fibers can improve the wear resistance properties
of the composite material, making it well suited for applications such as industrial gears,
bearings, and sporting equipment.

Synthetic fibers and polymers have recently gained popularity, as they are replacing
conventional materials due to their physical properties, ease of fabrication and design,
resistance to corrosion, and the superior strength-to-weight ratio [14–17]. The annual global
production of synthetic fibers is around 68 million tons, or approximately 62% of the annual
production of all fibers [18]. Glass and carbon fibers are in high demand, as they are versatile
and widely used industrially. Glass fiber-reinforced composites (GFRPs) are widely utilized
for their strength-enhancing properties in various fields, including aerospace, automotive,
energy, marine, electronics, and defense industries. In the construction industry, they are
proposed as an alternative to brittle materials due to their ability to address brittleness
concerns. Hausberger et al. investigated the fabrication of composites using metal sulphides
and polymer-based solid lubricants incorporated with glass fiber polyetheretherketone and
glass fiber-filled polyphthalamide. The results showed a reduced wear rate, indicating the
potential of these composites for tribological applications [19]. Glass fibers are relatively
inexpensive and possess properties such as hardness, chemical resistance, transparency,
stability, inertness, high strength-to-weight ratio, flexibility, and stiffness [20,21]. Carbon
fiber-reinforced polymer (CFRP) composite materials are known for their high strength-
to-weight ratios, making them ideal for use in a variety of applications, including space
and aerospace industries, sail boats, modern bicycles and bikes, tool spindles, power-
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transmission shafts, and robot arms. To address the need for solid lubricants in unique
and extreme environmental conditions or loads, Suarez et al. suggested the use of carbon
nanomaterials for engineering applications that restrict the use of liquid lubricants [22].
Ujah et al. demonstrated improved wear resistance, reduced wear volume, and decreased
coefficient of friction (COF) through the incorporation of carbon nanotubes in metal matrix
composites, polymer matrix composites, and ceramic matrix composites [23]. Additionally,
carbon nanotubes have been proposed as one of the best reinforcing materials for advanced
structural, industrial, high strength, and wear-prone applications. On the other hand,
carbon fibers are costlier but possess properties such as superior tensile strength, chemical
resistance, resistance to high temperatures with a low coefficient of thermal expansion,
and good stiffness. The mechanical strength of composites made from carbon fibers per
unit weight is greater than steel and aluminum, reducing energy consumption during
operation [24]. Thus, in this study, composite samples were produced using carbon fiber,
glass fiber, and an ABS matrix and were subjected to wear analysis.

Minchenkov et al. identified pultrusion as a relatively under-researched technique
for producing thermoplastic composites. However, this method was found to be effective
for creating polymer composites with a constant cross-section, making it a popular choice
for various applications in bridge construction, transportation, energy, civil and architec-
tural engineering, and welded joints. Additionally, pultruded thermoplastic polymers
offered advantages over thermosets, such as improved impact strength and the poten-
tial for recycling and long-term storage. These benefits made pultruded thermoplastics
a promising alternative for various industries [25]. Vedernikov et al. fabricated an in-
house pre-consolidated GF/polypropylene thermoplastic flat laminate using pultrusion
and compared its performance with commercially available pre-consolidated tapes. The
in-house flat laminate demonstrated superior flexural, tensile, and apparent interlaminar
shear strength by 106%, 6.4%, and 27.6%, respectively, when compared to the commercially
available pre-consolidated tapes. This improvement in mechanical performance was at-
tributed to the restricted formation of matrix cracks within the center portion of the fiber
bundles [26].

Rattan et al. fabricated reinforced fiber composites using hot compression at 385–390 ◦C.
Three different weaves of carbon fabric, namely, plain, twill, and satin, were used as rein-
forcement and thermoplastic polyetherimide as the matrix. A constant fabric content of 55%
was maintained. The friction and wear performance were analyzed using a pin-on-disc
against a mild steel disc. The conditions were set to a dry adhesive wear mode, various
loads between 100 and 500 N, and at room temperature and at a high temperature of 90 ◦C.
The friction performance (µ) and the wear resistance of the composites followed the order
of Twill > Plain > Satin at both room temperature and high temperature [27]. In another
study, Jayashree et al. fabricated composites in the following combinations: (i) thermoplas-
tic polyethersulphone (PTFE) as matrix and short glass fibers containing solid lubricants
such as polytetrafluoroethylene and molybdenum disulfide (MoS2) as reinforcement, and
(ii) thermoplastic PTFE as matrix and short carbon fibers (30% and 40%) as reinforcement.
These composites were subjected to adhesive wear study by sliding against a mild steel
disc using a two-pin-on-disc set-up and abrasive wear performance using silicon carbide
abrasive. The sliding wear investigation reported that the wear performance increased by
an order of two for glass fiber-reinforced thermoplastic PTFE composites when compared
to PTFE samples. Furthermore, in the combinations involving glass fibers, PTFE performed
better than the MoS2 combination, but carbon fiber thermoplastic PTFE composites per-
formed better than the rest, with 40% carbon fiber incorporation producing a specific wear
rate in the order of 10−16 m3/Nm, which was the best. However, it was observed that there
was a decrease in wear performance due to the incorporation of fibers or solid lubricants
from abrasive wear results [28].

Mohit et al. fabricated composites with continuous carbon fibers as reinforcement
and thermoplastic polyetherimide as the matrix. They maintained a constant fiber content
of 80% and fabricated the composites under different fiber orientation angles of 0◦, 30◦,
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45◦, 60◦, and 90◦ using the hand lay-up technique. The friction and wear performance
were analyzed using a universal wear tester, with an abrasive wear mode in a single-pass
condition, linear and unidirectional forward motion against SiC 800 grade abrasive paper.
The conditions set were (i) sample fixed on a movable bed at a constant speed (2 m/min),
and (ii) various loads of 10, 20, 30, and 40 N. The tribological evaluation, in terms of
coefficient of friction (µ) and specific wear rate, indicated that a decrease with increasing
load and a low specific wear rate of 0.71 × 10−9 m3/Nm was obtained for composites with a
0◦ fiber orientation angle, which was three times lower than the specific wear rate obtained
for composites with a 90◦ fiber orientation angle. The researchers also concluded that an
overall fiber reinforcement with 0◦ fiber orientation enhanced tribological performance [29].

In a study conducted by Sudin et al., composites of carbon fiber/ABS were fabricated
using the FDM technique and were subjected to wear testing under dry sliding condi-
tions using the pin-on-disk method. The testing conditions included (i) room temperature
(23 ± 5 ◦C), (ii) sliding speed of 286 rpm (0.63 m/s), (iii) loads of 5, 10, 15, and 20 N, (iv) run-
ning times of 3 and 5 min, and (v) relative humidity of 50 ± 10%. The results indicated
improved wear performance for the ABS/CF-reinforced composites, with wear ranging
from 100 to 1200 µm, frictional force ranging from 0.25 to 2.25 N, frictional coefficient
ranging from 0.04 to 0.14, and temperature change ranging from 22 to 26 ◦C, compared
to the pure ABS samples, which had wear ranging from 500 to 2000 µm, frictional force
ranging from 0.25 to 3 N, frictional coefficient ranging from 0.06 to 0.13, and temperature
change ranging from 22 to 38 ◦C. Additionally, the study revealed that the load applied and
the duration of the load had an influence on the wear rate, friction force, and coefficient
of friction [30]. Amrishraj et al. fabricated reinforced ABS composites with nano zirconia
and PTFE using a melt compounding process with the aid of a twin screw extruder. The
wear analysis was carried out using a pin-on-disc tribometer in accordance with ASTM G99
standards. The testing conditions included (i) a sliding distance of 500 m; (ii) loads of 10,
30, and 50 N; and (iii) sliding velocities of 0.5, 1.25, and 2 m/s. The results showed a linear
decrease in the coefficient of friction (µ) up to a load of 30 N followed by a sudden decrease
at a load of 50 N. The inclusion of both PTFE and zirconia resulted in a decrease in µ,
but for ABS composites, µ decreased with an increase in PTFE content beyond 1.25% and
decreased drastically with 3% zirconia. These results reported enhanced wear performance,
and the optimized parameters were recorded as (i) 2.5% of PTFE, (ii) 3% of zirconia, (iii) a
load of 50 N, and (iv) a sliding velocity of 2 m/s [31].

The focus of our research was the fabrication of fiber-reinforced composites using a
hybrid manufacturing method that combines 3D fabrication techniques, specifically fused
deposition modeling (FDM), and hot compression molding. This approach represented
a unique combination, and to the best of our knowledge, there have been no previously
reported studies utilizing this specific combination of techniques. Using FDM for 3D fabri-
cation, followed by hot compression molding, allowed for the production of high-quality
composite materials with improved strength and durability. Moreover, the fabricated com-
posite samples were subjected to wear testing by varying the fiber layering sequences, such
as carbon fiber/ABS, glass fiber/ABS, and glass fiber/carbon fiber/ABS. Morphological
images were examined to comprehend the fiber–matrix adhesion characteristics.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials

A bi-directionally woven E-glass fiber mat (GF) and carbon fiber mat (CF) were
obtained from Rakshana Agencies and M/s Vruksha Composites in India, respectively.
ABS was procured from M/s Filament Wol3D in India. Figure 1a–c show the images of the
ABS filament, GF mat, and CF mat used. The key details of the reinforcement and ABS are
given in Tables 1 and 2.
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Figure 1. (a) ABS filament, (b) GF mat, and (c) CF mat.

Table 1. Key details of reinforcements.

Parameters Glass Fiber Carbon Fiber

Tensile strength (MPa) 3100–3800 4100

Young’s modulus (GPa) 80–81 240

Elongation at break % 4.8 1.8

Density (g/cm3) 2.62 1.77

Grams per square meter (GSM) 300 200

Table 2. Key details of ABS.

Parameters ABS

Tensile strength ≥43 MPa

Flexural strength ≥70 MPa

Flexural modulus ≥2300 MPa

Impact strength (IZOD, 23 ◦C) ≥108 J/m (ASTM 256)

Elongation at break ≥30%

2.2. Composite Fabrication Using Hybrid Manufacturing Technique

The fabrication of CF/ABS, GF/ABS, and their hybrid combinations was carried
out using two distinct processing methods: fused deposition modeling (FDM), and hot
pressing. Figure 2a–e depict the sequential stages involved in the fabrication of the
composite material.

FDM technique: ABS coating was applied to the GF and CF layers using a 3D printer
(JB Technology, Coimbatore, India; model number: XL300) at JB Technology, 3D Printing
Services, Coimbatore, India. For example, in the fabrication of GF/ABS composites, a total
of five GF layers was utilized, with the ABS layer maintained at a thickness of 0.3 mm.
Similarly, CF/ABS composite laminates were fabricated. The number of layers and filament
thickness and fiber layering sequence for GF/ABS, CF/ABS, and GF/CF/ABS are presented
in Tables 3 and 4. When applying the ABS coating over glass or carbon fiber layers using
the FDM technique, it was important to maintain a printing speed of 35 mm/s and a nozzle
temperature of 90 ◦C in order to ensure proper adhesion between the ABS coating and the
fiber layers. The slower printing speed allowed for better control over the extrusion of the
ABS, which could help to prevent over-extrusion and ensure a consistent layer thickness. A
nozzle temperature of 235 ◦C was also maintained to ensure that the ABS was heated to
the appropriate temperature for proper melting and extrusion, which could help to ensure
good adhesion between the ABS and the fiber layers. These ABS-coated samples were
subsequently subjected to a hot press technique.
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after curing.

Table 3. Fabrication details of GF/ABS matrix composites.

Layer Details Matrix and Fiber Details Composite Configuration

1st layer 3D printed ABS (0.3 mm)/Glass fiber (0.4 mm)

GF/ABS

2nd layer 3D printed ABS (0.3 mm)/Glass fiber (0.4 mm)

3rd layer 3D printed ABS (0.3 mm)/Glass fiber (0.4 mm)

4th layer 3D printed ABS (0.3 mm)/Glass fiber (0.4 mm)

5th layer 3D printed ABS (0.3 mm)/Glass fiber
(0.4 mm)/3D printed ABS (0.3 mm)

Hot press technique: The ABS-coated fiber layers such as GF, CF, and GF/CF were
loaded separately into a hydraulic press machine (hydraulic compression molding
press—30 tons, Modern Hydraulics, Maharashtra, India). After positioning the fiber layers
in the press, the pressure and temperature were set to 1000 psi and 230 ◦C, respectively,
for a period of five minutes to obtain a composite laminate of 200 mm × 200 mm. During
this process, the ABS coating liquified and penetrated through each layer before curing.
The composite laminate samples were removed from the press and underwent post-curing
at 60 ◦C for 24 h. During post-curing, the heat can cause the ABS matrix to further
crosslink and form stronger bonds between the GF, CF, and matrix. This process can result
in improved strength and helps to remove any remaining volatiles that may have been
trapped in the laminate during the initial curing process. It also ensures that the laminate
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has been fully cured and has reached the desired mechanical properties. Subsequently, the
composite laminate was cut according to ASTM standards for further testing. The ratios of
fiber and matrix, such as GF, CF, and ABS, are presented in Table 5.

Table 4. Fabrication details of GF/CF/ABS matrix composites.

Layer Details Matrix and Fiber Details Composite Configuration

1st layer 3D printed ABS (0.3 mm)/Glass fiber (0.4 mm)

GF/CF/ABS

2nd layer 3D printed ABS (0.3 mm)/Carbon fiber (0.4 mm)

3rd layer 3D printed ABS (0.3 mm)/Glass fiber (0.4 mm)

4th layer 3D printed ABS (0.3 mm)/Carbon fiber (0.4 mm)

5th layer 3D printed ABS (0.3 mm)/Glass fiber
(0.4 mm)/3D printed ABS (0.3 mm)

Table 5. Details of fiber and matrix weight reinforcement ratios.

Type of Composites
Weight (g) Weight Fraction (%)

WtG Wtc Wtm WFG WFc WFm

Neat ABS - - 140 - - 100

GF/ABS 136 - 84 61.84 - 38.18

GF/CF/ABS 81.6 65 84 35.34 28.19 36.43
G = glass fiber; C = carbon fiber; m = matrix; WtG = weight of glass fiber; WtC = weight of carbon fiber;
WFG = weight fraction of glass fiber; WFC = weight fraction of carbon fiber.

2.3. Wear Test

The wear test was conducted utilizing a pin-on-disk apparatus (DUCOM: TR–20LE–
CHM–400, shown in Figure 3) in accordance with ASTM standard G99 under dry sliding
conditions. The test was performed under the following parameters: (i) ambient tempera-
ture; (ii) sliding velocities of 2, 3, and 4 cm/s; (iii) applied loads of 5 and 10 N; (iv) 50 ± 10%
relative humidity; (v) sliding distance of 5000 m; and (vi) track diameter of 60 mm. Samples
with dimensions of 3 mm × 3 mm × 32 mm (width × thickness × height) were utilized.
Finally, the average values of the wear loss, coefficient of friction, and frictional force
were reported.
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2.4. Scanning Electron Microscope

The worn surfaces of ABS, GF/ABS, and GF/CF/ABS samples were examined using
a scanning electron microscope (ZEISS, Germany). To minimize charging effects and obtain
high-quality images, the worn samples were coated with sputtered gold.

3. Results and Discussion
Wear Test

Figure 4a–c depict the wear loss results for ABS, GF/ABS, and GF/CF/ABS hybrid
composite materials. The measurements were taken by varying the sliding velocities of
2 m/s, 3 m/s, and 4 m/s, and the loads applied were 5 N and 10 N. Figure 4a illustrates
the impact of load variations on the wear loss of ABS samples. The results indicated that
the wear loss of the sample subjected to a load of 5 N decreased as the velocity increased
from 2 m/s to 3 m/s. However, when the velocity was further increased to 4 m/s, the wear
loss increased. In contrast, the wear loss of the sample subjected to a load of 10 N increased
with each increase in velocity from 2 m/s to 3 m/s, and from 3 m/s to 4 m/s. The observed
difference in wear loss between the ABS samples subjected to 5 N and 10 N loads could
likely be attributed to the varying levels of stress applied to the samples. The 5 N-loaded
sample experienced a lower level of stress, which led to a decrease in wear loss when the
velocity increased from 2 m/s to 3 m/s. However, when the velocity was further increased
to 4 m/s, the increased stress caused the wear loss to rise. Conversely, the 10 N-loaded
sample was subjected to a higher level of stress, which resulted in a continuous increase in
wear loss with each increase in velocity, as the ABS material was unable to withstand the
increased stress and resulted in greater wear.

When comparing Figure 4a,b it was observed that the ABS samples exhibited higher
levels of wear loss compared to the GF/ABS and GF/CF/ABS hybrid materials. ABS, being
a thermoplastic material, possesses relatively lower wear resistance compared to composites
such as GF/ABS and GF/CF/ABS, which have reinforcement materials incorporated into
the matrix material. The reinforcement materials (glass fiber, carbon fiber) enhanced the
stiffness, strength, and hardness of the composites, resulting in reduced wear loss.

Figure 4b presents the wear loss of GF/ABS and GF/CF/ABS hybrid composites
with respect to varying velocities and a constant load of 5 N. The wear loss of GF/ABS
composites decreased as the velocity increased, while the wear loss of GF/CF/ABS hybrid
composites increased. The behavior of wear loss in GF/ABS and GF/CF/ABS composites
could be attributed to several factors, including the properties of the individual materials
and the nature of the composite structure. Glass fiber reinforcement in the ABS matrix
improved the mechanical properties, such as strength and toughness, of the composite
material. The increased velocity applied to the composite material generated high levels of
stress, which the reinforced glass fibers absorbed, thus reducing the overall wear loss of the
composite. In contrast, the addition of carbon fibers to the ABS matrix resulted in a stiffer
and stronger composite material, but it also led to increased brittleness and decreased
toughness. As a result, the wear loss of the GF/CF/ABS composite may have increased
as the velocity increased due to the high levels of stress and the composite’s inability to
absorb and distribute the stress effectively.

Furthermore, comparing Figure 4b,c, the loading conditions (increasing the load from
5 N to 10 N) may have caused the materials to experience higher levels of stress, leading
to increased wear loss. The increased load may have also altered the contact conditions
between the samples, which could have influenced the results. Similarly, Hasim and
Nihat [32] examined the wear behavior of glass fiber (GF)-reinforced composite materials
and polyester by varying the speed (500 RPM and 700 RPM) and loads (500 g and 1000 g).
The results indicated that the weight loss of the samples increased as the speed and
loads increased.
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Figure 5a–c display the coefficient of friction of ABS, GF/ABS, and GF/CF/ABS
hybrid materials. The measurements were taken at varying velocities of 2 m/s, 3 m/s, and
4 m/s under loads of 5 N and 10 N. The coefficients of friction for both ABS and composite
materials were observed to decrease as the velocity increased.

Figure 5a shows the coefficient of friction results for ABS samples that were tested at
loads of 5 N and 10 N. It was observed that the sample tested at a load of 5 N exhibited a
lower coefficient of friction compared to the sample tested at a load of 10 N. The difference
in coefficient of friction (COF) between 5 N and 10 N tested samples was attributed to the
level of force applied to the surface of the ABS material. The COF is a measure of the force
required to move an object along a surface and is influenced by several factors, including
the roughness of the surface, the material properties of the objects in contact, and the nature
of the contact between the objects.

When a lower force, such as 5 N, was applied to the ABS material, the surface rough-
ness and the material properties played a more significant role in determining the COF. The
COF was lower in this case because the surface was not as deformed or indented, allowing
for a smoother movement of the object. However, when a higher force, such as 10 N, was
applied to the ABS material, the nature of the contact between the objects became more
important in determining the COF. The increased force caused the ABS surface to deform
more, creating a rougher or uneven surface and a higher COF.
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Upon examination of Figure 5a–c, it was observed that the coefficients of friction
(COFs) of ABS samples were higher than those of GF/ABS and GF/CF/ABS samples.
This could be attributed to several factors, including the properties of the ABS material
alone, which could affect its COF through its surface roughness, chemical composition,
and hardness. Additionally, the presence of glass fiber and carbon fiber reinforcements in
the ABS matrix altered the surface properties and mechanical behavior of the composite,
which in turn influenced its COF. The fiber layering sequence and distribution within the
matrix, as well as the fiber–matrix interface, also played a role in determining the COF of
the composite material.

Figure 5b depicts the results of the coefficient of friction tests performed on GF/ABS
and GF/CF/ABS samples at a load of 5 N. The results indicated that the coefficients of
friction of the samples were impacted by both the velocity and the composition of the
materials. When the velocity was 2 m/s, the GF/ABS samples showed a higher COF
compared to the GF/CF/ABS samples. This difference in COF can be attributed to the
fact that the GF/ABS samples have a simpler composition, with only one type of fiber
reinforcement, while the GF/CF/ABS samples have a more complex composition with two
types of fiber reinforcement. The presence of the additional carbon fiber reinforcement in
the latter samples may have improved their overall mechanical properties and reduced
the COF compared to the GF/ABS samples. At the velocities of 3 m/s and 4 m/s, the
GF/CF/ABS samples showed higher COFs compared to the GF/ABS samples. This
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difference in COF can be attributed to the fact that the increased velocity resulted in greater
deformation and indentation of the ABS material, which in turn increased the roughness of
the surface and raised the COF.

Figure 5c depicts the coefficient of friction (COF) results for GF/ABS and GF/CF/ABS
samples that were tested at a normal load of 10 N. The increase in COF with increasing nor-
mal load (from 5 N to 10 N) can be due to several factors. One possible explanation was that
higher normal loads increased the contact pressure between the sample and the counterface,
resulting in an increase in friction. This was due to the fact that the contact area between the
two materials increased with the normal load, causing the pressure between the surfaces
to increase as well. Another possible factor was the deformation of the sample’s surface.
Ze-Kun Zhao et al. [33] conducted a study to evaluate the wear performance of glass
fiber/polyethersulfone and carbon fiber/polyethersulfone composites. The results showed
that the carbon fiber-reinforced composites exhibited a lower friction coefficient (~0.45 to
0.35) compared to the glass fiber-reinforced polyethersulfone composites (~0.45 to 0.65).

Figure 6a–c depict the friction forces of ABS, GF/ABS, and GF/CF/ABS samples
under varying velocities, including 2 m/s, 3 m/s, and 4 m/s, with the application of 5 N
and 10 N loads. Figure 6a illustrates the friction forces of ABS samples tested under 5 N
and 10 N loads. It was noted that lower friction forces were recorded for ABS samples
tested at 5 N in comparison to those tested at 10 N. This difference could have been caused
by several factors. Firstly, the normal force applied, also known as the load, had a direct
impact on the friction force. As the normal force increased, the friction force also increased
due to the proportional relationship between the two. Secondly, the mechanical properties
and surface roughness of the ABS material also played a role in determining the friction
force. The hardness, yield strength, and modulus of elasticity of the ABS material affected
its deformation behavior under an applied load, which in turn impacted the friction force.
Additionally, the surface roughness of the material had an effect on the friction force, with
a smoother surface leading to a lower friction force.

Upon comparing Figure 6a–c, it was observed that ABS exhibited a higher friction force
compared to the GF/ABS and GF/CF/ABS samples. This could be attributed to the lower
modulus of elasticity and lower tensile strength of ABS, which leads to easier deformation
and ultimately higher friction. The wear behavior of ABS and carbon fiber/ABS composites
was similarly studied by Sudin et al. [30]. The examination involved varying the applied
loads from 5 N to 25 N. The results showed that the composite materials exhibited lower
friction forces compared to the pure ABS samples.

Figure 6b,c illustrate the friction forces of GF/ABS and GF/CF/ABS composites at
different velocities and under loads of 5 N and 10 N. The difference in friction forces
between GF/ABS and GF/CF/ABS samples at 5 N and 10 N loads could be attributed
to several factors. Firstly, the load or normal force applied had a direct impact on the
friction force, with an increase in the normal force leading to an increase in the friction
force. Secondly, the presence of glass fiber and carbon fiber reinforcements in the ABS
matrix altered the mechanical behavior and surface properties of the composite, which in
turn affected the friction force. The fiber distribution, layering sequence, and fiber–matrix
interface in the composite also impacted the friction force. At a lower load of 5 N, the
glass fiber reinforcement in the ABS matrix may have improved the mechanical properties,
such as strength and toughness, of the composite material and reduced the friction force.
At a higher load of 10 N, the increased normal force may have generated higher levels of
stress, leading to an increase in the friction force for the GF/ABS composite. The stiffer
and stronger GF/CF/ABS composite, resulting from the addition of carbon fibers to the
ABS matrix, had a lower ability to absorb and distribute the high levels of stress effectively,
leading to a lower friction force than the GF/ABS composite at 10 N.
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The SEM micrographs of the ABS, GF/ABS, and GF/CF/ABS samples are presented in
Figure 7a–c. The observation shows (Figure 7a) that the ABS sample achieved higher wear
loss at 5 N with a velocity of 4 m/s, which was justified by examining the SEM micrograph.
Specifically, Figure 7a illustrates the SEM image of the ABS sample at a sliding speed of
4 m/s and a load of 5 N, while Figure 7b presents the SEM image of the worn surface of
the ABS sample that experienced lesser wear loss. By comparing these two images, the
extent of material removal and changes in the surface morphology of the ABS sample under
different sliding speeds and loads was assessed. This information provided insight into the
relationship between the sliding speed and load and the wear behavior of the ABS sample.

Figure 7c shows that the SEM images of the GF/ABS composite (tested at 5 N and
velocity of 4 m/s) revealed minimum matrix breakage, debonding, fiber fracture, and fiber
pullout, which contributed to a decrease in wear loss compared to the GF/CF/ABS sample
(Figure 7d). The presence of these features indicated that the GF/ABS composite had better
resistance to wear and degradation than the hybrid sample and was less susceptible to
mechanical failure during sliding.
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4. General Discussion

The results of this study provide valuable insights into the tribological properties of
thermoplastic composite materials, specifically ABS and hybrid composites of ABS with
glass fiber and carbon fiber. The finding that the wear loss of composite laminates was
lower than that of ABS samples suggests that these hybrid composites have potential
applications in industries where wear resistance is a critical factor.

Furthermore, the finding that GF/ABS composite laminates exhibited the lowest wear
loss among the tested samples indicates that this material has the highest potential for use
in designing products where wear resistance is a primary concern.

The study also showed that the wear loss increased with an increase in load, which
highlights the importance of considering load conditions in the design of products made of
these materials. Overall, the results obtained can be applied in the engineering practice
of designing products made of thermoplastic composites, particularly in industries where
wear resistance is a critical factor.

The developed technology of combining fused deposition modeling and hot press
technology for composite laminate fabrication offers several advantages compared to
traditional technologies such as Resin Film Infusion.

Firstly, it allows for greater control over the final product as the technology enables the
fabrication of laminates with precise dimensions and fiber alignment, resulting in improved
wear resistance properties. Secondly, the technology is cost-effective and energy-efficient,
as it does not require the use of expensive equipment or large amounts of energy.

Overall, the developed technology provides a viable alternative for the fabrication of
thermoplastic composites with improved wear resistance properties and cost-effectiveness
compared to traditional technologies such as resin film infusion.
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The developed technology of combining fused deposition modeling and hot press tech-
nology can be used to manufacture a range of products made of thermoplastic composites.
These products can include but are not limited to automobile components, aerospace parts,
sailboats, and bicycles. The technology also has the potential to be applied in specialized
fields such as defense and electronic items.

5. Conclusions

The present study investigated the wear and morphological characteristics of ABS,
GF/ABS, and GF/CF/ABS hybrid composites. The composite laminates were fabricated
using a novel technique that combined fused deposition modeling and hot press technology.
Wear loss, coefficient of friction, and friction force were evaluated for the ABS, GF/ABS,
and GF/CF/ABS hybrid samples by varying the velocities (2 m/s, 3 m/s, and 4 m/s) and
loads (5 N and 10 N).

• The study found that the wear loss of the composite laminates was lower compared
to that of the ABS samples. The GF/ABS composite laminates exhibited the lowest
wear loss of 23 µm (5 N and 4 m/s) among all the tested samples. However, the
wear loss increased as the load increased from 5 N to 10 N for both the GF/ABS and
GF/CF/ABS samples. These findings indicate that the addition of glass and carbon
fibers to the ABS matrix could improve the wear resistance of the resulting composites.

• The coefficient of friction of the ABS samples was lower, with a value of 0.295 at
4 m/s under a 5 N load. The composite laminates also showed a lower coefficient of
friction at 4 m/s for both 5 N and 10 N loads. Among the different loaded samples,
the GF/ABS samples showed the lowest coefficient of friction.

• The ABS samples showed lower friction force values at 2 m/s to 4 m/s under 5 N of
load, with a friction force of 1.5 measured for ABS samples (5 N and 2 m/s). In the
composite laminates, the GF/ABS exhibited a lower friction force under a 5 N load.
When the load was increased from 5 N to 10 N, the friction force increased.

In summary, this study demonstrated that composite laminates produced via a novel
fabrication method exhibited superior wear resistance and a lower coefficient of friction in
comparison to ABS samples. Notably, the GF/ABS composite laminate displayed the lowest
wear loss and coefficient of friction within the tested specimens. However, increasing the
load from 5 N to 10 N resulted in an upsurge in wear loss and friction force.

Future research could explore the use of different tribo fillers and their effects on
the performance of the composite systems. This would provide valuable insight into the
optimal type and concentration of tribo fillers for the best performance. Examples of tribo
fillers that could be used in GF/ABS and GF/CF/ABS composite systems include alumina
(Al2O3) nanoparticles, silicon carbide (SiC) particles, boron nitride (BN) nanoparticles,
tungsten carbide (WC) particles, and graphite particles. Future research in this direction
could lead to the development of composite systems with enhanced performance for
various applications.
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